


TIP #1: START EARLY!
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Starting early will allow you plenty of time to get more than one estimate
for your project and give your contractors time to fit you in the schedule.
It’s also a good idea to start collecting recommendations for services you
don’t need right away but want to have some companies you are familiar
with when emergencies come up. 

TIP #2: GET TO KNOW THE IMPORTANT FOLKS!
We suggest getting to know contractors who can do large
repairs on your home that are vital to your home’s overall
“health.” Our top three contractors to have in your back pocket
are roofers, HVAC companies, and plumbers. 
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TIP #3: PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ARE BEST!
Seek a personal recommendation from someone you trust who has used
the company they are recommending to you. This is the best
recommendation to receive because this trusted friend would have an
opportunity to see how technicians or owners work from beginning to
end. 
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TIP #4: RESOURCES, RESOURCES, RESOURCES!
Use your local Chamber of Commerce to help you find good contractors.
Most of us think of Chambers as a resource for businesses, but they can be a
great resource for homeowners as well. Often your local chamber will have
community events that are open to the public. You can also set up a time to
talk to the chamber staff. They desire to help everyone in their community,
not just businesses. Businesses who join the Chamber in the city or cities
they serve are more likely to be invested in those communities, and more
likely to be solid companies who do great work. 

TIP #5: ASK FOR CLEAR ESTIMATES!
When your contractor comes out to your house to give an estimate, be very
clear about the work you want done. Misunderstandings are like bad hair
days or speeding tickets; they emerge when you least expect them. Most
misunderstandings happen because of a breakdown in communication. To
avoid this breakdown, at a minimum, insist on two documents from the
companies you might like to work with:

• A detailed estimate that you are able to understand
• Proof of a general liability policy and workman’s comp if applicable (Don’t
feel sheepish about asking for proof of insurance. A good contractor or
company will not hesitate to provide this for you.)

Ask all the questions you need to until you feel confident that you and
your contractor are on the same page about your project.



TIP #1: COMMUNICATION IS KEY!
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As much as you are able, communicate with your contractor using the
method she has used to communicate with you. Texting is more and more
popular with contractors; they feel it saves them time. If your contractor
has emailed, and you have a question, email her. Also, be patient for that
response. You don’t have to be taken advantage of by begging for a
response, but you don’t always need an immediate response either. If you
are patient, you will stand out as a customer and she will take notice.

TIP #2: BUILD RAPPORT!
It’s important to build up the rapport bank account, and make
deposits often, especially if your project is a long one. When you
need to make a withdrawal (complain, ask for rush jobs, make
special requests) you’ll have some rapport to ensure your
contractor will at least consider your point of view. 
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TIP #3: BE FRIENDLY!
This may seem like a no-brainer, but contractors, like many other
professionals, deal in high-stress situations routinely. Often, they are
blamed for mistakes of other contractors or for mistakes that are beyond
their control. A friendly smile and and a question about how their day is
going will set their mind at ease and make them more likely to be honest
with you.

TIP #4: BE PROACTIVE!
Ask your contractor what, if anything, you need to do to prepare for the job.
Your contractor will LOVE you for this simple gesture. Before he even gets
to your job, this gesture tells him you will more than likely be easy to work
with. When our clients ask us if they need to move furniture away from
windows, we love that simple question. Usually, it’s not necessary for clients
to move their furniture, however, they are already thinking about how to
make our job go smoothly. 

Be flexible with your schedule. Many factors such as weather, supply
chain issues, and set backs on previous jobs can cause delays. Most of
the time delays are not due to incompetence. Again, stand your ground
when you need to (another reason to build up that rapport account) but
try and also rework your schedule, especially if your contractor has
communicated with you clearly and often. Once your contractor sees
that you are easy to work with, your calls will be returned. 

TIP #4: BE FLEXIBLE!
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 Do you have any questions about this list or positive testimonials about a
contractor you loved working with? Email questions or testimonials to

faithannbasore@gmail.com. We welcome names of good contractors to refer
out to our clients. 

 
 We would love the opportunity to earn your business! Our goal is for you to be
delighted with the results of your window cleaning service. Call 405.206.6075
to schedule a time to talk about window cleaning for your home. You can also

email faithannbasore@gmail.com with questions. 

ABOUT US!
Dave & Faithann are high school sweathearts and Moore
natives who have been married for 29 years. They have
owned Window Cleaning Plus for the last 8 years. They
bought the business from Faithann's brother and have
strived to continue a culture of excellent service and
customer care with the customers. Four years ago Window
Cleaning Plus expanded it's commercial route to include
residential service. 

Truly a family business, Dave & Faithann's children have all
worked in or are currently working for Window Cleaning Plus.

Dave & Faithann are thrilled to help local business owners present their best appearance
to their potential clients. Homeowners who use us are delighted with how clean and fresh
their windows look after our service, and we are thrilled to be a part of that excitement. 

Ways homeowners can work with Window Cleaning Plus:

*Initial Residential Window Cleaning
*Regular Maintenance Cleaning through our ‘PLUS” program

Do you want the WORKS? We offer these add-on services in addition to regular window cleaning:

*Exterior light cleaning
*Screen & track cleaning
*Storm shelter cleaning


